La valeur sûre pour le vin
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CHARACTERISTICS
Density
Thickness
Facing
OTR

350 kg/m3
2 mm
Aluminium/PVDC
<0.0005 cc/day/bottle*

A PRINTED BRAND
For the first time the liner carries a Oenoseal Onyx® brand print.
It is a marker, a proof of genuineness for wine producers and gives end users enhanced
traceability when they open the bottle.

GUARANTEED OXYGEN PERMEABILITY
The thin-sheet aluminium guarantees high oxygen tightness.
The OTR (Oxygen Transfer Rate) is the same as tin.
A PVDC outer layer remains the material in direct food contact, as in use for over 40
years in wine closures.

WINE AROMA PRESERVATION
Ideal for the closing of delicate white wines like Sauvignon and aromatic rosés.
Allows lowering the amount of free SO2 and offers better protection to sulphite-free
wines. This solution should be favoured for wines due to be shipped over long distances,
by sea-freight with high temperature differences.

SUSTAINABILITY
Aluminium is a widely available and massively recycled material.

FOOD CONTACT
The liner is manufactured with European regulation and FDA compliant components.
A guaranteed absence of PVC, Phthalates, Bisphenol A and heavy metal contents.

BOTTLING
Unchanged bottling line settings.

* Mocon measuring on capped bottles
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These values are valid unless a specification to any particular article is submitted. Revision Date: 10/2014.

We can only favourably prejudge to the trial of material in the real condition of use.
We remind that the user has to verify: * compatibility between container and contents * non modification
of the
property specifically organoleptic
characteristics.
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